Reference has been already made to the poetry which 
merit, has already appeared in the columns of this Journal, on the "Flowers of November" in regard to which we are able to add a pleasant sequel, which not only illustrates the action of a kindly donor, and the grateful feeling of the recipient, but shows the practical advantage of a periodical devoted to the welfare of hospitals and their inmates. A lady whose attention was attracted to the lines in question, sent a cadeau of beautiful flowers to the poet-patient from a considerable distance. The gift was warmly appreciated, and led to the composition of And yet the formation of the words and letters would be found in the examination to stamp the case as one of the kind now referred to. Thus in a letter written by a person of fair education the writer makes such mistakes as "made" for " maid,"
" wether" for " weather," " intelligece" for " intelligence," etc. Letters are disjoined, and entire words omitted. " So are mine," said a friend, on our showing him a similar epistle. The only reply to such criticism is that a defective letter must be compared with the same writer's letters, written when in health.
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